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The TRIPOD 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Find your composition first. 
 
Setting up a tripod requires precision. To save time, move around, look 
and decide on a spot with the camera in your hands. Don't let the tripod 
control your Point-Of-View. 
 

     2.  Extend the legs of the tripod. 
-Equally spaced, fully spaced apart 
-One of them should point at your subject 
-Always extend longer legs first 
-Avoid raising the centre column 
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3. Make sure your camera is tightly secured!!!!!!!!!! 
 
 
When to Use Tripods 
 
-Low shutter speeds 
-Heavy cameras 
-Extra precision in framing or for consistency purposes. 
 
TYPES OF TRIPODS 
 
3-Way / Pan and Tilt Head 
 
The Ball Head 
 
Pistol Grip Heads 
 
Geared Heads 
 
Gimbal Heads 
 
LEGS 
 
All tripods have 3 legs.  
 
There are variations in how those legs are constructed and how they work. 
 
Except for single-section tripod legs, most tripod legs are telescoping and 
collapsible for the purposes of height adjustment and transport. The more 
sections the legs have, the shorter they can be retracted. However, the more 
sections you have, the less stability you will achieve. 
 
Shooting Tip: If possible, avoid extending the smallest section of the tripod all the 
way. Leaving the bottom section partially retracted can add overall stability to the 
rig. 
 
LEG LOCKS 
 
Multi-section tripod legs will have some sort of locking mechanism to prevent the 
legs from retracting when loaded or from extending farther. The two most 
common types of leg locks are the flip lock and the twist lock. 
 
The flip lock is a lever that tightens around the next smaller section of the tripod 
leg. Once the legs are retracted, or at the length you desire, you flip the lock to 
the closed position and the legs will remain in that position. The twist lock 
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accomplishes the same tightening by turning the lock through approximately one-
quarter turn. Twist to loosen, extend or retract the legs, and then twist to tighten. 
 
Feet 
 
At the end of each leg there is a foot. Depending on the tripod, the foot might be 
as simple as a rubber bumper. Or, the foot can have a retractable spike beneath 
a rubber pad. Some tripods have interchangeable feet so the photographer can 
switch out the type of foot, depending on the terrain and his or her needs. 
Options include, spikes, strakes, clawed feet, and various rubber bumpers. 
 
Load Capacity 
 
Load capacity is crucially important to a tripod purchasing decision, yet it is often 
a confusing topic. Here is our attempt to clear up the noise in the shadow areas. 
 
Tripod legs and heads have specified load capacities. The stability of the 
combination of the legs and head is equal to the lower of the two. For instance, if 
you have tripod legs with a 40-lb load capacity and a tripod head with a 20-lb 
load capacity, the effective load capacity of your setup is 20 lb. The same rule 
applies in instances where the head has a higher capacity than the legs (rare, but 
certainly possible). The load capacity is not indicative of the breaking strength of 
the component, nor does it indicate when the setup will collapse. 
 
This specification shows at what weight the stability of the system starts to 
become compromised as far as stability is concerned. Therefore, putting a 21-lb 
load on a tripod with a 20-lb load capacity will not cause dramatic material failure 
and tripod explosion. However, the stability of your 21-lb camera and lens will 
begin to be compromised—meaning the unit may not hold the camera as steady 
as you would like. As an example, for those who have overloaded a ball head, 
you may have seen very slow and slight movement in the head even as you 
cranked down on the tightening knob as hard as you could. Yes, you could break 
or collapse a tripod with excessive weight, but a quality tripod should be able to 
support weight far greater than any normal photographic equipment without 
failing. 
 
The common conservative rule of thumb is to use a tripod and head that have at 
least two to three times the load capacity of your heaviest camera/lens 
combination (don’t forget accessories such as a flash or microphone). 
 
Height 
 
Tripods come in different heights. One thing that gets old quickly is setting up 
your camera on a tripod and spending minutes bent over at the waist looking 
through the viewfinder. Do the math and add the height of the legs and the height 
of the head together to find out at what altitude your viewfinder will be. Now, how 
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tall are you? If the viewfinder is going to be higher than your eyes, perfect! All 
you need to do is not extend the lowest leg sections all the way and you are 
done. If the total height comes up short, get ready to bend down to see through 
your camera or look at the LCD screen. 
 
Quick-Release Plates 
 
In the olden days, photographers would have to spin their cameras or lenses 
onto the standard ¼"-20 tripod screw at the top of the head or chassis. This was 
time-consuming and a pain in the neck when you were moving locations between 
shots. Quick-release systems were invented to speed this process greatly. A 
plate attaches to the camera and then is locked into a compatible head. 
 
Some manufacturers have proprietary plate designs and you’ll have to pay 
attention to compatibility when mixing and matching brands. The Arca-type-
compatible plate is probably the most universal of the bunch, with many brands 
offering compatible systems. Additionally, there are numerous brackets and 
plates that you can attach to your camera that have integral compatibility with 
tripod head quick-release systems. Again, the Arca-type compatible is the most 
numerous of these. 
 
Everything indicated here directly borrowed from bhphotovideo.com and 
available in more detail at:  
 
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/buying-guide/the-tripod-
explained 


